Abstract. We compute the number of systoles, the shortest simple closed geodesics and 2-systoles, the second shortest simple closed geodesics on hyperbolic surfaces homeomorphic to once-punctured torus and four-punctured sphere.
Introduction
The shortest simple closed geodesics on surfaces are called systoles. Among them, systoles of hyperbolic surfaces are studied firstly by Schmutz Schaller in the context of the geometry of numbers. The study of systoles of hyperbolic surfaces mainly treats problems of searching surfaces with maximal number or length of systoles for each signature (g, n) (g is genus and n is number of cusps), or asymptotic behavior of number or length of systoles for (g, n) (see [1, 5, 8, 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] ).
On the other hand, there are only a few results on exact number of systoles. As for the maximum number of systoles, known exact numbers are only 3, 3, 5 and 12, for signatures (1, 1), (0, 4), (1, 2) and (2, 0), which were given by Schmutz Schaller [13] .
Let S g,n denote the surface with signature (g, n). In this paper, we compute the number of systoles for surfaces in T (S 1,1 ) and T (S 0,4 ), Teichmüller spaces of S 1,1 and S 0,4 . Results for two surfaces are similar. Let S be S 1,1 or S 0,4 . Firstly we introduce a global coordinate of T (S) and compute the action of the mapping class group in this coordinate. Secondly we construct a graph Γ on T (S), which is isomorphic to the dual of the Farey tessellation of the hyperbolic plane, namely a properly embedded 3-regular tree invariant under the action of the mapping class group (see Figure 6, 7) .
We obtain the following result:
Theorem 3.5. For m ∈ T (S);
(1) if m is a vertex of Γ, then m has precisely three different systoles, (2) if m is on an edge of Γ but not a vertex, then m has precisely two different systoles, (3) otherwise, m has only one systole.
In addition, we construct closed subsets ∆ 0 and ∆ 1 (⊂ ∆ 0 ) of T (S) (see Figure 8, 9 ) and obtain the result for 2-systoles, the second shortest simple closed geodesics: Theorem 3.6. For m ∈ T (S);
(1) if m ∈ ∆ 1 , then m has precisely three different 2-systoles, (2) if m ∈ ∆ 0 \ ∆ 1 , then m has precisely two different 2-systoles, (3) otherwise, m has only one 2-systole.
Action of Mapping Class Group on Teichmüller Space
2.1. Global Coordinate of Teichmüller Space.
2.1.1.
Teichmüller Space of Hyperbolic Surface. Let S denote S g,n with negative Euler characteristic. We define T (S), the Teichmüller space of S as follows:
where Σ is a surface with a complete hyperbolic structure homeomorphic to S, f is a homeomorphism S → Σ, and the equivalence relation ∼ is defined as (Σ, f ) ∼ (Σ , f ) if there is an isometry ι : Σ → Σ so that ι • f and f are homotopic.
There is an alternate definition of T (S):
DF(π 1 (S), PSL(2, R))/PGL(2, R).
DF(π 1 (S), PSL(2, R)) is the set of representations π 1 (S) → PSL(2, R) that are faithful, discrete, and send elements that are homotopic to punctures to parabolic elements. PGL(2, R) acts on it by conjugation. Restrictions we put on representations correspond to the condition for H/ρ(π 1 (S)) (ρ ∈ DF(π 1 (S), PSL(2, R))) to have complete hyperbolic structures on S (see [2, 9] ). Let [(Σ, f )] ∈ T (S). Then we can identify π 1 (Σ) with a deck transformation group of Σ, the universal cover of Σ. On the other hand, f identifies π 1 (S) with π 1 (Σ). Therefore we can define a representation f * : π 1 (S) → PSL(2, R), which identifies π 1 (S) with the deck transformation group ofΣ. Then f * is an element of DF(π 1 (S), PSL(2, R)) and the map
is a bijection (see [9] ).
We identify T (S) with DF(π 1 (S), PSL(2, R))/PGL(2, R) by this bijection. Namely for [(Σ, f )] ∈ T (S) and corresponding [ρ] ∈ DF(π 1 (S), PSL(2, R))/PGL(2, R), we write
Let γ 1 , γ 2 , · · · , γ n be generators of π 1 (S) and
There is a natural bijective correspondence between the points of R(S) and the points of DF(π 1 (S), PSL(2, R)). We shall identify them. We give (PSL(2, R)) n the topology as a Lie group, R(S) the subspace topology, R(S)/ PGL(2, R) the quotient topology and T (S) the induced topology.
We let π :
. Then π is a fiber bundle with fiber PGL(2, R).
2.1.2.
Teichmüller Space as Character Variety. Any discrete subgroup of PSL(2, C) which has no 2-torsion lifts to SL(2, C) (see [6] ). Therefore, for every ρ ∈ R(S ), we can take a liftρ, a representation π 1 (S) → SL(2, R) such that [ρ(γ)] = ρ(γ) where γ ∈ π 1 (S). Then the setR(S) {ρ |ρ is a lift of ρ ∈ R(S)} is a covering space of R(S) where the quotient mapR(S) →R(S)/ Hom(π 1 (S), {±I}) = R(S) is a covering map (the action of δ ∈ Hom(π 1 (S), {±I}) is given by δρ(γ) = δ(γ)ρ(γ)). Moreover,R(S) is the union of disjoint connected components, each of which is mapped homomorphically onto R(S) by the covering map. Therefore taking a point ρ ∈ R(S), a liftρ of ρ (the number of choices of ρ is | Hom(π 1 (S), {±I})|), and the connected component containingρ, we can take a section of the covering.
On the other hand, for S g,n with p 1 , p 2 , · · · p n ∈ π 1 (S g,n ) homotopic to punctures, we can takeρ so that tr(ρ(p i )) = −2 for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · n} (see [10] , [12] ). Then the number of choices ofρ is reduced to | Hom(π 1 (S g,0 ), {±I})|.
For ρ, we take such a liftρ and connected component ofR(S) containingρ. We letR(S) denote the connected component. Then R(S)/ PGL(2, R) corresponds toR(S)/GL(2, R). From now on, for ρ ∈ R(S), we letρ denote the lift of ρ such thatρ ∈R(S).
The character ofρ ∈R(S) is the function χρ : π 1 (S) → R defined by γ → tr(ρ(γ)). We consider the set of characters {χρ |ρ ∈R(S)}. In fact there exist finite elements γ 1 , γ 2 , · · · , γ m of π 1 (S) such that there is a bijective correspondence between the points of
and the points of {χρ |ρ ∈R(S)} (see [7] ).
We shall identify the points of {χρ |ρ ∈R(S)} with the corresponding points of X(S ). Since trace is a conjugacy invariant, we can define the map
Proof. Surjectivity is obvious. Therefore we should show that if χρ = χρ , there exists h ∈ GL(2, R) such thatρ = hρh −1 . Ifρ is irreducible, the above claim holds (see [7] ). Therefore we should show that ρ(π 1 (S)) does not have common fixed points on R ∪ {∞}.
Suppose that ρ(π 1 (S)) has a common fixed point on R ∪ {∞}. Then H/ρ(π 1 (S)) is a hyperbolic cylinder or an incomplete space. This is a contradiction.
2.1.3. Gluing Construction. We identify Poincaré extensions of orientation preserving isometries on H with elements of PSL(2, R). We write R 1,1 = R(S 1,1 ) and R 0,4 = R(S 0,4 ). For a, b ∈ R ∪ {∞}, we let [a, b] denote the hyperbolic line joining a and b.
Firstly we consider the case of S 1,1 . Let u and v be generators of π 1 (S 1,1 ) such that u −1 v −1 uv is homotopic to the puncture. Suppose that ρ ∈ R 1,1 . Then ρ(u −1 v −1 uv) is parabolic. We let c be the fixed point of
, we get a hyperbolic surface isometric to H/ρ(π 1 (S 1,1 )).
Conversely, for an ideal quadrilateral, if we can take ϕ and ψ, Poincaré extensions of isometries on H so that they map each opposite side of the quadrilateral and ϕ −1 ψ −1 ϕψ is parabolic, then there exists ρ ∈ R 1,1 such that ρ(u) = ϕ and ρ(v) = ψ and we can identify (ϕ, ψ) with ρ. We call such ϕ and ψ gluing maps. We can identify R 1,1 with {(ϕ, ψ) | ϕ, ψ are gluing maps of an ideal quadrilateral}.
Consider an ideal quadrilateral Q(λ) on H with ideal vertices λ, 0, 1, ∞ where λ < 0. 
then we get an element of R 1,1 (as we will see in 2.1.4, we can take ϕ and ψ for each λ < 0 and they are not uniquely determined). We let
2) where λ < 0}. 
Proof. Suppose that (ϕ , ψ ) ∈ R 1,1 . Then ϕ −1 ψ −1 ϕ ψ is parabolic. We let c be the fixed point of ϕ
, c] and e 4 ψ (e 3 ). Then e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and e 4 form an ideal quadrilateral Q and we can construct a complete hyperbolic once-puncutered torus by gluing e 1 to e 2 by ϕ and e 3 to e 4 by ψ . Then there exists h ∈ PGL(2, R) and λ such that h(Q ) = Q(λ) and h(e i ) = e i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then hϕ h −1 and hψ h −1 are gluing maps of h(Q ). Therefore (hϕ h
Proof. Suppose that h ∈ PGL(2, R) \ {I} and (ϕ, ψ) ∈ R * Conversely, for an ideal hexagon with a vertex v i and an edge e i = [v i , v i+1 ] where i ∈ Z/6Z, if we can take ϕ, ψ and ω, Poincaré extensions of isometries on H so that ϕ maps e 1 to e 2 , ψ maps e 3 to e 4 , ω maps e 5 to e 6 and ϕ, ψ, ω, ωψϕ are parabolic with fixed points v 2 , v 4 , v 6 , v 1 , then there exists ρ ∈ R 0,4 such that ρ(u) = ϕ, ρ(v) = ψ and ρ(w) = ω. Then we can identify (ϕ, ψ, ω) with ρ. We call such ϕ, ψ and ω gluing maps. We can identify R 0,4 with {(ϕ, ψ, ω) | ϕ, ψ and ω are gluing maps of an ideal hexagon}.
where κ < λ < 0 < 1 < µ. If we can take gluing maps ϕ, ψ and ω for H(κ, λ, µ) so that (2.6)
then we get an element of R 0,4 (as we will see in 2.1.5, such ϕ, ψ and ω exist where κ = λµ and they are uniquely determined for each (λ, µ)).
We let
{(ϕ, ψ, ω) ∈ R 0,4 | ϕ, ψ, ω satisfies condition (2.6) where κ < λ < 0 < 1 < µ}.
By a similar argument to that of R * 1,1 , we see that R * 0,4 is the image of a section of π. We will give coordinates to R * 1,1 and R * 0,4 in 2.1.4 and 2.1.5.
2.1.4. S 1,1 . We writeR 1,1 =R(S 1,1 ) and X 1,1 = X(S 1,1 ). We search gluing maps ϕ, ψ satisfying condition (2.2) in 2.1.3 for an ideal quadrilateral Q(λ). We let so thatφ,ψ represent ϕ, ψ, and trφ −1ψ−1φψ = −2. Then the condition whichφ andψ must satisfy is as follows:
We get
Replace variables as α = a, β = a . Then,
Sometimes we writeφ(α, β) =φ andψ(α, β) =ψ regarding them as parametrized by (α, β) and for M ∈ φ(α, β),ψ(α, β) , we write M(α, β). Then we can write
Each of them is the image of a section of the covering {(φ(α, β),ψ(α, β)) | α, β ∈ R \ {0}} → R * 1,1 . We can letR 1,1 be the connected component ofR(S 1,1 ) containing
Then we can define the continuous injection p 1,1 :
as a global coordinate of T (S 1,1 ).
We can verify the well-definedness of X 1,1 by using the trace identity: tr AB + tr AB −1 = tr A tr B.
2.1.5. S 0,4 . We writeR 0,4 =R(S 0,4 ) and X 0,4 = X(S 0,4 ). We search gluing maps ϕ, ψ, ω satisfying condition (2.6) in 2.1.3 for an ideal hexagon H(κ, λ, µ). We let
so thatφ,ψ,ω represent ϕ, ψ, ω, and trφ = trψ = trω = trωψφ = −2. Then the condition whichφ,ψ andω must satisfy is as follows:
Replace variables as α = a, β = −λ. Theñ
where α, β > 0. Sometimes we writeφ(α, β) =φ,ψ(α, β) =ψ andω(α, β) =ω regarding them as parametrized by (α, β) and for M ∈ φ(α, β),ψ(α, β),ω(α, β) , we write M(α, β). Then we can write
On the other hand, {(φ(α, β),ψ(α, β),ω(α, β)) | α, β > 0} ⊂R(S 0,4 ) is connected and the covering map {(φ(α, β),ψ(α, β),ω(α, β)) | α, β > 0} → R * 0,4 is a homeomorphism (remark that | Hom(π 1 (S 0,0 ), {±I})| = 1). We can letR 0,4 be the connected component ofR(S 0,4 ) containing {(φ(α, β),ψ(α, β),ω(α, β)) | α, β > 0}.
Then we can define the map p 0,4 :
Then p 0,4 is a continuous injection and p 0,4 (R
as a global coordinate of T (S 0,4 ). We definep 0,4 :
and X 0,4 by {(trρ(uv), trρ(vw), trρ(wu)) |ρ ∈R 0,4 }.
Well-definedness of X 0,4 follows from a similar argument to that of X 1,1 .
Action of Mapping Class Group.
2.2.1. Action on Teichmüller Space. We define Mod(S), the mapping class group of S as the group of homotopy classes of orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism on S.
Remark that if S has punctures, an element of Mod(S) may send a puncture to a different puncture. Mod(S) acts on T (S) as follows:
where g ∈ Mod(S) and [(Σ, f )] ∈ T (S). Mod(S) acts on R(S) as follows:
where ρ ∈ R(S) and g * is an automorphism of π 1 (S) induced by g ∈ Mod(S). The action onR(S) is given similarly. The action on R(S)/PGL(2, R) is given by
and on X(S) by gχρ = χ gρ .
Letp denotep 1,1 orp 0,4 and Φ denote Φ 1,1 or Φ 0,4 . We will compute the corresponding action on R g(α, β) = Φ(gΦ −1 (α, β)).
Suppose that (α , β ) = g(α, β). Then
holds for each g ∈ Mod(S). We should express (α , β ) in terms of α and β. Proof. See [9] .
{±I} SL(2, Z) corresponds to the subgroup of Mod(S 1,1 ) generated by the hyperelliptic involution on S 1,1 . This is the kernel of the action (see [9] ). Therefore, we should consider the action of Mod(S 1,1 )/{±I} ≈ PSL(2, Z).
For generators u, v of π 1 (S 1,1 ) as in 2.1.3, we can take Dehn twists around u and v as generators of Mod(S 1,1 )/{±I}. We let σ and τ denote Dehn twists around v and u. We can suppose that σ
holds. Therefore,
Suppose that (α , β ) = σ(α, β) and (α , β ) = τ(α, β). Then
holds. We should express (α , β ) and (α , β ) in terms of α and β. We get
.
Mod(S 1,1 ) acts on R 2 as follows:
S T acts as −2π/3 rotation around the origin. We define
as an alternate global coordinate of T (S 1,1 ).
Proof. See [9] .
Z/2Z×Z/2Z PSL(2, Z) (Z/2Z×Z/2Z) corresponds to the subgroup of Mod(S 0,4 ) generated by two hyperelliptic involutions. This is the kernel of the action (see [9] ). Therefore we should consider the action of Mod(S 0,4 )/(Z/2Z × Z/2Z) ≈ PSL(2, Z).
For generators u, v, w of π 1 (S 0,4 ) as in 2.1.5 (see Figure 2) , we can take half-twists around wv and vu as generators of Mod(S 0,4 )/(Z/2Z × Z/2Z). We let σ and τ denote halftwists around vu and wv. We can suppose that
−1 * (w) = w where σ * and τ * are automorphisms of π 1 (S 0,4 ) induced by σ, τ (see Figure 4) . Therefore for any (α,
Suppose that (α , β ) = σ(α, β) and (α , β ) = τ(α, β). Then holds. We should express (α , β ) and (α , β ) in terms of α and β. We get
Letting S στ −2 and T τ, we get
Then S 2 = (S T ) 3 = id. Apply a coordinate transformation t : (α, β) → (log(α), log(−β)) (A, B). Then t(R 3. Number of Systoles 3.1. Simple Closed Geodesics.
Length of Simple Closed Geodesics.
A simple closed curves on a surface is called essential if it is not homotopic to a point or a puncture. There is a bijective correspondence between free homotopy classes of essential curves on a surface S and simple closed geodesics of each hyperbolic surface homeomorphic to S. Let [(Σ, h)] = [ρ] ∈ T (S) and γ be an element of π 1 (S) represented by an essential curveγ. Then there is the unique simple closed geodesic of Σ homotopic to h(γ) and its length is given by 2 cosh −1 (| trρ(γ)/2|). Since the function x → 2 cosh −1 (x) is monotone increasing for x ≥ 1, we should consider | trρ(γ)|. For γ ∈ π 1 (S), we define the map Tr γ : T (S) → R + by [ρ] → | trρ(γ)| and the set C by C = {Tr γ | γ is represented by an essential curve}. There is a natural bijective correspondence between C and free homotopy classes of essential curves on S. Remark that Tr γ (m) > 2 for any Tr γ ∈ C and for any m ∈ T (S).
For g ∈ Mod(S) and Tr γ ∈ C, we let
where g * is the automorphism of π 1 (S) induced by g. Then for any m ∈ T (S) and for any Tr γ ∈ C, g Tr γ (m) = Tr γ (gm) holds.
We let C m {Tr γ (m) | Tr γ ∈ C}. Suppose that γ ∈ π 1 (S) is represented by an essential
, then the simple closed geodesic homotopic to h(γ) is a systole of Σ.
Definition. For Tr γ ∈ C and U ⊂ T (S), Tr γ is minimal in U if Tr γ (m) = min C m for all m ∈ U.
Let u, v and u, v, w be generators of π 1 (S 1,1 ) and π 1 (S 0,4 ) as in 2.1.4 and 2.1.5. We define x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ∈ C as follows:
In the case of S 1,1 , x 0 Tr u , y 0 Tr v , z 0 Tr uv . In the case of S 0,4 , x 0 Tr vw , y 0 Tr wu , z 0 Tr uv .
Takingφ,ψ,ω as in 2.1.4 or 2.1.5, we can also write as follows:
In the case of S 1,1 ,
where m ∈ T (S 1,1 ) and
In the case of S 0,4 ,
where m ∈ T (S 0,4 ) and Φ 0,4 (m) = (α, β)(∈ R 2 + ).
3-Regular Tree and Simple Closed Geodesics.
From now on, we let S denote S 1,1 or S 0,4 . Consider a 3-regular tree properly embedded in the plane. A complementary region is the closure of a connected component of the complement of the tree. Let Ω denote the set of complementary regions. There is a bijective correspondence between Ω and free homotopy classes of essential curves on S (see [3, 4] ), and hence between Ω and C.
Definition. For X, Y, Z, W ∈ Ω, (X, Y; Z, W) indicates that X, Y, Z, W are distinct and X ∩ Y ∩ Z ∅ and X ∩ Y ∩ W ∅ (see Figure 5 ).
We define the map φ : Ω → C inductively as follows: 
We will see the well-definedness and the bijectivity of φ in Corollary 3.4. We take W 0 ∈ Ω so that (X 0 , Y 0 ; Z 0 , W 0 ). We sometimes write φ( * ) by the small letter of
and in the case of S 0,4 ,
Proof. We prove by induction. X 0 , Y 0 , Z 0 satisfy the lemma. Suppose that X, Y, Z ∈ Ω such that X ∩ Y ∩ Z ∅ satisfy the lemma. Take W ∈ Ω so that (X, Y; Z, W). We should show that X, Y, W satisfy the lemma. In the case of S 1,1 ,
In the case of S 0,4 , In the case of S 1,1 ,
This is a contradiction.
Lemma 3.3. The following holds:
Proof. In the case of S 1,1 ,
where S * and S T * are automorphisms of π 1 (S 1,1 ) induced by S and S T . Therefore,
We used the trace identity: tr AB + tr AB −1 = tr A tr B in the calculation of S z 0 . By similar calculation to this, the lemma for the case of S 0,4 follows. Proof. Since there is a bijective correspondence between Ω and C, we should show that for any c ∈ C, there exists F ∈ Ω such that φ(F) = c to prove well-definedness and bijectivity. From Lemma 3.3, for all g ∈ Mod(S), there exists F ∈ Ω such that gx 0 = φ(F). Since g∈Mod(S) gx 0 = C, the lemma follows. gs is a properly embedded 3-regular tree on T (S). We draw Φ 1,1 (Γ) and Φ 0,4 (Γ) in Figure 6 and Figure 7 .
Then ∆ 0 and ∆ 1 are closed and ∆ 1 ⊂ ∆ 0 . We draw Φ 1,1 (∆ 0 ) and Φ 0,4 (∆ 0 ) in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . (1) if m ∈ ∆ 1 , then m has precisely three different 2-systoles, (2) if m ∈ ∆ 0 \ ∆ 1 , then m has precisely two different 2-systoles, (3) otherwise, m has only one 2-systole.
Proof of Theorems.
3.2.1. Proof of Theorem 3.5.
Lemma 3.7. For any triple of real numbers (x, y, z) such that x, y, z > 2 and
Proof. Rewriting the equation as
we get the condition for z to exists:
Therefore, Figure 10 ), 
Proof. Suppose that z(m) > x(m), y(m).
In the case of S 0,4 , by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.7, Suppose that X, Y, Z, W ∈ Ω and (X, Y; Z, W). Then Ω is divided into {X, Y} and two subset of Ω, the left hand side of {X, Y} and the right hand side of it. We let Ω X,Y;Z denote one of these that contains Z. Proof. Take X, Y, Z, W 1 , W 2 , W 3 ∈ Ω so that (X, Y; Z, W 1 ), (X, Z; Y, W 2 ) and (Y, Z; X, W 3 ) (see Figure 11 ). Suppose that x(m) = y(m) = z(m).
By Corollary 3.9, φ(F)(m) > x(m) for any F ∈ Ω \ {X, Y, Z}.
In the case of S 0,4 , by Lemma 3.1,
Therefore,
By Corollary 3.9, φ(F)(m) > x(m) for any F ∈ Ω \ {X, Y, Z}. In (3), do a similar argument to (2).
In (4), in the case of S 1,1 ,
Similarly
Similarly w Proof. Suppose that there exist F ∈ Ω \ {X 0 } and m ∈D such that x 0 (m) = φ(F)(m). Since x 0 is continuous, we can take such F and m additionally so that x 0 (m) = min C m . Therefore X 0 ∩ F ∅. We take such F and m. Since the action of T corresponds to a twist around an essential curve corresponding to x 0 , T k x 0 = x 0 and 
They do not have the intersection with Φ 1,1 (D) and Φ 0,4 (D). This is a contradiction. 
